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 Introduction

The  ‘mark1’  was  my  first  real  synthesizer.
Got it when it was truly out of fashion. Used
it, abused it, but always kept it dearly.

If you would have told me that 26 years later
I would spend more than a year emulating its
most obscure glitches and bugs I would have
frowned at  you.  Why would you do such a
thing?

When  a  synthesizer  is  that  important  in
history  it  just  deserves proper  treatment.
chipsynth OPS7 is like with all our products,
a labor of love and attention to detail. 

We could have treated the whole synthesizer
as a black box, feeding it custom SYSEX and
looking  at  what  came out  and  based our
models on those observations alone. But we
did not do this.

Instead  of  this  we  have  painfully  reverse
engineered  and  emulated  each  component
separately (the firmware, the EGS, OPS and
the unique DAC) so that  all  the nooks and
crannies  of  the  digital  calculations  of  the
mark1 were reproduced exactly.

I really hope you enjoy this instrument, and
continue  to  follow  us  in  our research  to
provide you with the definitive models of not
only  video  game  consoles,  but  also  more
classic vintage synthesizers

David Viens,

September 20th 2021
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 Authorizing chipsynth OPS7

You will need to authorize chipsynth OPS7 to make it fully functional – otherwise it will run in DEMO 
mode. When you order a license from our web store, you will receive a personal Activation Key card 
named xxxx_key_1107.png as an email attachment.

The Activation Key card is a picture that looks like a typical credit card. This image contains your 
registration and details encoded within the Key card image. It will look like this:

You should save the xxxx_key_1107.png image file to your hard drive (keep it in a safe place). For 
convenience, we recommend that you initially save the .png file to your desktop.

1) Locate the “license card” image where you saved it on your hard drive. (xxxx_key_1107.png)

2) Open the chipsynth OPS7 software application, or launch your favorite host and make sure you see
the chipsynth OPS7 interface.

3) Simply click and hold on the file, and drag-and-drop the “license image” or file icon directly onto the 
application's UI itself, then release the mouse button.

If you don't get any message (or are not able to drop the key image in that host), try to import the png 
file from the snapshot load menu or the slot load import. (use *.* as the file type filter in the dialog)

If all goes well, you should be presented with a message saying “Plogue Art et Technologie, Inc 
chipsynth OPS7 is now activated for {your name here}”.

If none of those methods work, please contact chipsynth.support@plogue.com and attach your key.
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Extremely Important!!
The xxxx_key_1107.png file contains your sensitive personal information, both encrypted inside 
and visible in the image itself, including your full name and address taken from the online shop. 
Carefully protect this file. DO NOT GIVE THIS FILE TO ANYONE OR DISTRIBUTE IT IN ANY WAY 
OR YOUR PERSONAL INFORMATION WILL BE COMPROMISED. IF THE FILE BECOMES PUBLIC 
THE CARD NUMBER WILL BE BLACKLISTED AND THE CARD REVOKED. WE ARE NOT 
RESPONSIBLE IF YOU GIVE YOUR PERSONAL DETAILS TO A THIRD PARTY. IF THE CARD IS 
STOLEN, CONTACT US IMMEDIATELY. Without a valid card you will also not be able to obtain critical
updates to the program.

Important Note: If you have special circumstances or require site licensing, please contact us. 

Updating to the Latest Versi  on  

Be sure to check the Plogue Web site for new updates to your software. Software is frequently 
updated and a newer version may be available, giving you access to bugfixes and improvements.

Getting Help

The first place to look for a solution to any problem you may be experiencing is in this manual. Please 
read the manual before contacting support. 

Plogue chipsynth OPS7 is dynamic — evolving and growing.  Please check the support area of our 
website at http  s  ://www.plogue.com   for the latest up-to-date information about products, 
troubleshooting, FAQs, helpful hints and tutorials. Another good resource is the support forums.

Whenever you encounter problems, you should also check to make sure you have installed the latest 
updates. The version number of your software is displayed in the About dialog. Updates are released 
regularly to fix known problems and to improve the software.

If you can’t find a solution to your problem, please email us at chipsynth.support@plogue.com. The 
best way to let us get you the help you need is by giving us plenty of detailed information about the 
problem you're having. We do ask you to read this guide thoroughly and exhaust the other avenues of 
support before contacting us.

The Plogue forum can be accessed at: https://www.plogue.com/plgfrms/
You don't have to register to browse the forum, but you will have to sign up if you want to post.

End User License Agreement

See Licence.rtf, which contains the full license agreement.

Plogue Art et Technologie, Inc.
www.plogue.com

www.facebook.com/wwwPLOGUEcom
twitter.com/wwwPLOGUEcom
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 Plogue chipsynth OPS7

Plogue  chipsynth  OPS7  is  an  FM  synth  that
faithfully  re-creates  the  sound  of  the  original
Yamaha 6  operator  synthesizer  line.  It  has a
dynamic  layout  that  adapts  to  the  algorithm  to
make  editing  intuitive. It  also  has  a  dual  layer
system  based  on  the  luxurious  DX1  and  DX5.
Along  with  the  effects,  this  lets  you  easily
reproduce the classic thick 80’s FM studio sound,
with big stereo images and lots of movement.

The original  16 channel  EGS and OPS chips  are
recreated  with  an  extremely  high  attention  to
detail. MIDI notes are are translated into the same
register-writes  as  the  original  keyboard.  The  original  voice/operator  cycling  and  processing  is
replicated down to the single bit.

 How it Works
Each voice has 6 operators:

– Carriers generate pure sine waves.
– Modulators distort carriers to brighten the sound.

This is done by modulating the carrier wave’s offset, messing
up the simple sine, turning it into bright and complex waves. 

Modulator envelopes control the brightness, so you can build
tones that start bright and get soft. There’s a feedback loop,
to produces bright saw-waves (or, if pushed further, noise).

Algorithms select the voice structure: 
– 1-15: moderately bright, 3-4 modulators, 2-3 carriers
– 16-18: very bright, 5 modulators, 1 carrier
– 19-23, 26-29: mellow, 2-3 modulators, 3-4 carriers
– 24-25, 31-32: very mellow, 0-1 modulator, 5-6 carriers

Most algorithms are structured as 2 or 3 stacks. By layering various stacks together, you can easily
create effects such as detuning, octaves, inharmonic bell layers, added transients, plinks etc.

In addition to this, two complete voices can be layered in stereo. You can use this classic studio trick
to produce a big, shimmering sounds while still keeping the notes fairly crisp.
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 Patch Creation

 
Plogue chipsynth OPS7 uses a dynamic layout for 
patch edition. Click on an operator’s box or the 
LFO/Pitch Env box to bring up a detailed edition box,
with all the controls for in-depth editing.

→
 Global Settings

Presets: Loads or saves global chipsynth OPS7 presets (.fermatax files). Note that this is different 
from extended mode single-layer sub-presets.

Volume: Overall volume of OPS7.

A/B Detune: Detune layer A and B to create a chorus effect.

MIDI: Sets MIDI mode:

Normal MIDI mode Behaves like the original FM keyboards and rackmount units.

MPE mode Enables MPE support, with per note modulation and wide range pitch bend.
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Params: Selects between Classic and Extended param mode.

Mode Sysex
Files

Sysex 
in / out

Extra 
Params

Layer Sub-
Presets

Description

Classic 
(SYSEX) √ √ × ×

This mode lets you send and receive patch data 
to compatible 6-operator keyboards and modules.
Extended features (such as selectable 
waveforms) will be disabled.

Extended

√ × √ √
This mode is optimized for patch creation and lets
you design modern patches, and load and save 
sub-presets (.fermatap files). Extended features 
are enabled.

 Patch A / B

Global Patch Settings
Patch On / Off: Activates layer A / B.

Randomize Patch: Replace current patch with a random
one.

Grab B/A: Copy patch from other layer.

In Extended Param Mode:

Single-Layer Sub-Preset Menu for A / B: 
This loads a single layer sub-preset (.fermatap file) 
into layer A / B. This lets you to mix and match two 
different timbres to form complex layered timbres. 
You can’t use this feature in Classic mode.

In Classic Param Mode:

Patch Selector: Selects a patch to load from the 
patch slots A1-A32 / B1-B32 from the SYSEX 
banks. You will need fill these slots using drag-and-
drop on the sysex tab.

Rename: Press the “Rename” button to edit the 
current patch name. This modifies the name of the 
patch in bank A / B as well.

Store: Store patch in A / B bank.
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Algorithm: Selects how operators modulate each other. Each algorithm is suited to different sounds:

1-4 2 layer sounds, moderately bright and 
straightforwards: FM bass and leads, brass, 
strings, piano, clavinet, guitar, grittier tones.

5-6 3 layer sounds: electric piano, organ, mallets, 
bass, brass, octaves...

7-
15

2 layer sounds, moderately bright, a bit reedier 
thanks to the Y-shaped modulator structure: 
clavinet, piano, guitar, bright FM bass and leads, 
brass, strings, buzzy tones using feedback, guitar, 
tones with formant-like components.

16-
18

1 layer sounds, very bright and distorted and 
complex: Electric guitar, bass, gritty noises. Make 
sure the modulator levels aren’t too high.

19-
22
 

2 layer sounds, moderately soft, using multi-carrier
stacks: Mallets, organs, music box, flute, sub-
bass, softer shimmering tones.

23-
25

3-4 layer sounds, very soft: Mallets, organs, music
box, flute, sub-bass, softer shimmering tones.

26-
28

3 layer sounds, moderately soft tones with a pure 
sine wave added for sub-bass or for boosting the 
fundamental: bass, organs, mallets.

29-
31

4-5 layer sounds that mix pure sine waves and 
simple stacks: mallets, organs, music box, flute, 
sub-bass, softer shimmering tones.

32 6 layers of pure sine wave: organ, simple additive 
synthesis.
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Feedback: Selects how much the feedback operator or the feedback loop self-modulates. This 
changes the spectrum: at 0, the spectrum varies quite a lot from harmonic to harmonic. At 7, the self-
modulation fills in the volume of all harmonics, removing gaps, making the spectrum monotonic, 
brighter and more like a saw wave.

The level of self-modulation is also affected by the modulator level. By setting both feedback and 
modulator level at maximum, noise is produced. At high values, the oscillator will self-oscillate at a 
very high pitch, so these limits on level should be respected (except for noise):

FB Max level 
before self-osc

Tone at max level FB Max level 
before self-osc

Tone at max level

7 83 Simple and buzzy 5 99 Complex with an edge

6 91 Semi-complex, edgy 0-4 No limit Complex, more glassy

Transpose: Transpose the whole patch up or down the keyboard by this number of semitones. Bass 
patches often use this to lower the pitch by one or two octaves (since the original keyboard didn't have
any octave switch).

Volume: Volume of layer A / B.

Pan: Pan of layer A / B.

Key Sync: Resets all the oscillator phases to 0 when a new note is played. It makes sense to turn this
on for snappy, fast sounds like bass, and off for wide sounds that benefit from variation like pads.

Midi Channel: Selects if the layer responds to all midi channel, or which channel it responds to.

Lo/Hi Key: Selects the key range over which the layer responds.

Pitch Bend Range: Number of semitones applied by the pitch lever.

Pitch Bend Step: When set to 1-12, this sets the bend range to 12 and limits pitch bending to steps of
1-12 semitones.

Sustain Pedal: Allows the MIDI sustain pedal to act on this layer.

Portamento Time: Sets the pitch glide time. Setting this to 0 will turn off gliding.

Portamento Glissando: Applies the glissando in semitone increments, rather than smoothly.

Portamento Alternative: Modifies the glissando so that it applies on all voices when releasing a note 
(in Polyphonic mode) or makes glissando apply to every note instead of just notes played legato (in 
Monophonic mode).

Portamento Pedal Switch: Allows the portamento pedal (MIDI CC65) activate the portamento.

Monophonic: Switches the layer to be in monophonic mode (1 voice) instead of normal polyhonic 
mode (16 voices). Playing multiple notes in monophonic mode results in legatos, trills, glides, etc. This
replicates the original keyboard’s legato algorithm: when playing a 2nd note, the legato direction is set 
(either upwards or downwards), and if more than two notes are held down simultaneously, further 
notes will be prioritized according to this direction (either the top note or the bottom note).

Pitch, Amplitude, EG Bias Modulation by MIDI CC and Aftertouch:
These features from the original FM keyboards and modules have been 
integrated to the Modulation Matrix in OPS7.
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LFO & Pitch Envelope Settings

LFO

LFO Speed: Sets the overall speed of the LFO.

LFO Delay: How fast the LFO starts modulating pitch and volume. This affects the LFO applied with 
the LFO Vibrato and LFO Tremolo settings, but not the LFO applied using the mod wheel, foot 
controller, breath controller or after touch.

LFO Wave: Waveform of the LFO. The waveforms available are triangle, saw down, saw up, square, 
sine, and sample and hold (random).

LFO Key Sync: Resets the LFO when a new note is played.

LFO Pitch Modulation Depth (PMD, formerly “Vibrato”): Lets the LFO modulate the pitch.

LFO Amplitude Modulation Depth (AMD, formerly “Tremolo”): Lets the LFO modulate the volume. 
You must also enable this on individual operators.

LFO Pitch Modulation Sensitivity (M.Sens, formerly “Vibrato Gain”): This sets the maximum level 
of pitch modulation for the LFO. This affects the vibrato regardless of the source it is applied from 
(LFO Vibrato setting, mod wheel, foot, breath, after touch).

Pitch Envelope

The pitch envelope modulates pitch up and down, which is useful for effect patches.

Envelope Rates (R1-R4): How fast the envelope ramps up or down. R4 is applied after key release.

Envelope Levels (L1-L4): Sets the pitch levels of the envelope. L3 is the sustain level. L4 acts both 
as a release level and as an initial level.
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Modulators and Carriers
Level: Controls the operator’s volume. Increasing the
volume of modulators brightens the sound by 
distorting the carrier more, which adds more 
harmonics. Every +8 increase doubles the volume.

Carrier
+

Soft modulator

=
Soft tone

+
Loud modulator

=
Bright distorted mess

Operator Volume Modulation

Amplitude Modulation Sensitivity (M.Sens, formerly “Tremolo Level”): Sets the depth of the 
LFO’s volume modulation effect on the operator. On carriers, this modulates the volume; on 
modulators, this modulates the tone. This also sets the depth of the EG Bias effect (which lets you 
modulate the volume or tone using the Mod wheel, Foot or Breath controller, or the After touch).

Velocity Depth (Velo): Reduces the volume on softer notes. On modulators, this affects the tone.

Operator Pitch

Coarse Tune (Coarse): Multiplies the oscillator frequency by 0.5, or any of 1 through 31. Multiplying 
both modulators and carriers by the same amount shifts the pitch (ex: doubling your frequencies from 
5, 1 to 10, 2 raises the pitch by an octave). The ratio controls the sound’s waveform:

Modulator Carrier Sound Equivalent Modulator Carrier Sound Equivalent

1 1 Saw wave 1 2 or more Band-passed saw wave

2 or 4 1 Square and triangle wave 2 or 4 3, 5, 7, 9... Band-passed square wave

3 1 Pulse wave 3 2, 4, 5, 7... Band-passed pulse wave

5, 7, 9+... 1 Ring modulation 5, 7, 9+... 2, 3, 4, 6... Band-passed ring modulation

1:1 2:1 3:1 5:1 7:1

1:2 2:3 3:2 5:3 7:4
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Fine Tune: Multiplies the pitch by an amount from 1.00 to 1.99. This allows you to make patches with 
inharmonic clangs.

Detune: Detunes the oscillator pitch slightly, allowing sounds where the operators drift slowly from 
each other, producing a slow wobble or ‘beat’ effect. The effect is similar to a LFO on tone or a phaser.

Fixed Pitch: Forces the oscillator pitch to always stay at a same frequency instead of tracking the 
keyboard. This modifies the Coarse and Fine tune settings: Coarse tune selects between 1Hz, 10Hz, 
100Hz or 1000Hz as a pitch base, and Fine tune multiplies this by an amount between 1.0 and 9.9.

Operator Volume Envelope

Attack Rate (R1): Sets how fast the envelope ramps
up from the release level.

Level 1 (L1): Sets the first envelope level you reach.

Rate (R2): How fast you go from Level 1 to 2.

Level 2 (L2): Second level reached by the envelope.

Decay Rate (R3): How fast you reach sustain level.

Sustain Level (L3): Controls the level at which the 
envelope stops while the key is held.

Release Rate (R4): How fast you decay down after 
releasing the key.

Release Level (L4): Sets the level at which the envelope stays when the key is released. Normally, 
you want to set this to 0 for carriers to avoid getting stuck notes.

Keyboard Scaling to Rate (Rate Scl): Speeds up the envelope on higher notes. On the highest 
setting (7), the envelope doubles in speed for every octave.

Operator Keyboard Scaling

Keyboard Scaling Break point: This sets which key is the center used for keyboard scaling.

Keyboard Scaling to Level Left: Reduces or increases the volume in the lower octaves under the 
break point.

Keyboard Scaling to Level Right: Reduces or increases the volume in the higher octaves over the 
break point.

Keyboard Scaling Curve Left: Selects if the curve used for left volume scaling is linear or 
exponential, and if keyboard scaling decreases or increases volume.

Keyboard Scaling Curve Right: Selects if the curve used for right volume scaling is linear or 
exponential, and if keyboard scaling decreases or increases volume.
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  Extended Parameter Mode-only Features
These parameters extend the synth’s possibilities.

You can only use extended parameters when you set the parameter mode to 
Extended - they are not available in classic (SYSEX) mode.

Click the triple bar icon in the top right corner of the operator parameters to 
access the parameters.

Waveform, Variant: Waveform used by 
the oscillator. Each waveform has 4 
variants.

Vibrato: Enable the vibrato on this 
oscillator. (always on in non-extended 
mode)

Pan: Pans carriers left or right (no effect
on modulators).

Feedback: Adds feedback individually 
to the oscillator.

Noise: Modulates the oscillator pitch 
with 1-bit random noise. Increasing this 
decreases the noise modulation rate, 
resulting in a coarser sound.

PitchEnv: Enable the pitch envelope on
this oscillator. (always on in non-
extended mode)

Dynamic Modulation of the Live Operator Level in Extended Mode:
The Modulation Matrix contains a set of modulation destinations specific to 
extended mode, which includes a live version of the operator level. This is 
useful for volume and brightness modulations, and is a good alternative to 
modulating the EG Bias level.
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Equivalent Settings to Analog Synthesizers

Setting Analog equivalent when
applied to Modulator

Analog equivalent when
applied to Carrier

Frequency Multiplier (Coarse) Waveform, Ring modulation
1 = saw, 2 = square,
5+ = ring mod

Band-pass filter

Amplitude (Level) Filter cutoff Volume

Feedback (FB) Filter resonance Saw wave

Max amplitude + max feedback Noise Saw wave

Keyboard scaling to level (KS Lvl) Filter keyboard track VCA keyboard track

R1 Filter env A VCA env A

R3 Filter env D VCA env D

L3 Filter env S VCA env S

R4 Filter env R VCA env R

Velocity Filter env velocity VCA velocity

AMD / Operator M.Sens / Tremolo Filter LFO VCA LFO

Frequency Multiplier (Coarse),
multiply both by ½ 1 2 4...

Oscillator octave

PMD / LFO M.Sens / Vibrato Oscillator LFO

Detune PWM

Patch Design Tip : Detuned Stacks
A particularly efficient way of making a patch is selecting algorithm 2 (which has a stack with operators
1-2 with feedback on 2, and a second stack with operators 3-4-5-6), setting the feedback to maximum 
(7), then using the modulators on the second stack (4-5-6) to form a second equally bright tone and 
detune it against the first stack. This detuned-stack technique works great with algorithms 1-15, and 
most OPS7 presets are built this way.
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 Effects: Arpeggiator
The arpeggiator turns incoming MIDI data into arpeggio patterns.

On/off: Turns the effect on or off.

Preset: Loads and saves arpeggiation presets.

Mode: Selects the arpeggiation pattern:

Mode Pattern [ ] Variant

Up From low to high

Down From high to low

Up-Down Low to high to low Top & bottom notes repeat

Down-Up High to low to high Top & bottom notes repeat

Key Same order as 
pressed

Random Random pattern Can repeat the same note 2x

Type: Switches between continuous arpeggio (loop) and one-shot 

Type Mechanics After last note

Loop Cycles through currently held notes. Repeat

Single When playing notes together in a block, 
they are arpeggiated as a single shot.

Stop

Sustain Last Hold last note

Duration: Sets the time between arpeggiated notes.

Range: Adding more arpeggiated notes one octave or two octaves above.

Velocity: Switches between the following velocity modes:

Mode Velocity Output

Key Same velocity as the original individual key press

1st First velocity used for the group of notes

Norm Always 100

BPM: Sets the note arpeggiation tempo. When BPM Lock is active, this follows the host tempo.

Swing: Sets the swing amount, creating slightly longer notes and slightly shorter notes.

Gate: Shortens the notes, inserting more space in between.

BPM Lock: Automatically forces the BPM to follow host BPM.

One Note Repeat: Applies arpeggiation even when only one single note is played.

Proportional Division: Accelerates the repeat rate as more notes are added, keeping the total length.
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 Effects: Chorus

This chorus is based on the famous Dimension D, and will let 
you capture the classic rich and wide sound that will put your FM
sounds in the best light!

On/off: Turns the effect on or off.

Preset: Loads and saves chorus presets.

Min Delay: Controls the delay time when the LFO is at its minimum level.

Max Delay: Controls the delay time when the LFO is at its maximum level.

Amount: Mixes in the chorused sound at the specified level.

Alternate Amount: Mixes in the chorused sound with channels swapped. Setting this the same as 
“Amount” will make the effect mono, setting this to the inverse will give the maximum stereo field.

Rate: Sets the LFO modulation rate between minimum and maximum delay length.

LFO Wave: Switches the LFO waveform between triangle wave (default) and sine wave.

Phase: Offsets the phase offset of the LFO on the second channel.

Feedback: Recirculates the chorused sound back into the effect.
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 Effects: Ambience Reverb

Ambience is a very smooth and flexible stereo reverb 
effect created by Magnus Jonsson, known mostly for its 
Ambience VST/AU version.

It has the very nice characteristic of having an adaptable 
EQ section and allowing the decay time to be shaped to 
different values in the low/mid/high frequency ranges.

On/off: Turns the effect on or off.

Preset: Lets you load and save reverb presets.

Send: Controls the input level of reverb.

Decay: Sets the reverb decay time.

Predelay: Delays the reverb tail by some time, adding 
separation from the original sound.

Size: Sets the time between the echos (to simulate a 
small or a large room).

Diffusion: Sets the smoothness of the decay tail.

Width: Controls the amount of stereo separation (how different the reverb is on the left vs right side).

Quality: Increases the complexity of the reverb tail, at the cost of requiring more CPU to process.

Return: Controls the output volume of reverb.

Equalizer Lo/Hi Freq: Sets the frequency under which the low/high gain is applied.

Equalizer Lo/Hi Gain: Applies a gain on low/high frequencies.

Damping Lo/Hi Freq: Sets the frequency under which low/high damping is applied.

Damping Lo/Hi Amt: Change the decay time under/above the low/high damping frequency. 
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 Effects: Stereo Delay

The stereo delay is custom made for chipsynth and 
creates a repeating pattern of four delays. Along with 
extensive modulation and diffusion capacities, this 
allows for huge endless spatial sounds.

On/off: Turns the effect on or off.

Preset: Loads and saves delay presets.

Send: Controls the input level of the delay effect.

Delay: Set the time between repeats (in millisecs).

Beat Delay: Sets the time between repeats (in beats).
This is added to the delay (see above).

Diffusion Mix: Sets the mix balance between crisp 
reflections and diffuse reflections.

Tap X-Mix: Short-circuits the normal reflection order.

Feedback: Re-injects the signal back into the delay 
after the 4th reflection.

Modulation Rate: Sets how fast the delay time is modulated.

Modulation Level: Controls the level of delay modulation.

Diffusion Length: Spreads the diffuse reflections by a controllable amount.

Diffusion Feedback: Balances how much of the feedback gets diffused each time the signal loops.

Tap 1..4 Volume: Sets the amplitude of each reflection.

Tap 1..4 Pan: Sets the panning of each reflection.
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 Modulation Matrix & Step Sequencers

Modulation Matrix
Plogue chipsynth OPS7 has 
a Modulation Matrix. This is 
a powerful tool to add step 
sequencers, and MIDI CC 
modulations. You can also 
assign modulations by right 
clicking parameter knobs 
and sliders and selecting the
source from the list.

Source: Sets which step sequencer or MIDI value modulates the parameter.

Source Function (MIDI modulation only): Applies a mathematical function on the source.

Control: Adds a second modulation source to scale the amount of modulation (often the Mod wheel).

Control Function: Applies a mathematical function on the control.

Destination: Sets which parameter gets modulated. Not all params are available for every modulator.

Special Modulation Destinations

A / B► Patch ► Vibrato MW/Foot/Breat/Aftertouch Pitch on original synths.
(affected by LFO M.Sens)

A / B► Patch ► Tremolo MW/Foot/Breat/Aftertouch Amplitude on original synths. 
You need to set operator M.Sens for this to work.

A / B► Patch ► EgBias MW/Foot/Breat/Aftertouch EG Bias on original synths.
You need to set operator M.Sens for this to work.

A / B►Op. 1-6►Extended►Level(Live) This directly modulates the operator’s level.
(Extended mode must be ‘on’)

Range: Scale the modulation into a range. You can only set the upper range on non-MIDI modulators.

Invert: Inverts the effect of the modulator.

Math: Chooses the operation used to combine value sources. Note: MULTIPLE MODULATION 
MATHS CANNOT BE USED ON A SINGLE DESTINATION. They must all be ‘Offset’ or all be ‘Scale’.

Math Effect

Offset All sources are added together.

Replace The “base” value is ignored and the modulation takes over. Destinations 
modulated using this will change according to the LAST updated source.

Scale All sources are multiplied together.

Special note: you cannot modulate the same destination multiple times with the same source.

Note 2: The math on Patch Vibrato, Tremolo or Eg Bias cannot be changed (always in Offset mode).
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Step Sequencers

The step sequencers let you add complex custom modulation envelopes to any parameter you want, 
including a wide variety of channel settings.

This makes it possible to create evolving/rhythmic sounds, pitch envelopes and so forth. You can even
do ‘audio rate’ modulation with key-tracked frequencies.

By changing the loop mode, both envelopes and LFOs can be created. The envelope is tempo-synced
by default, but this can also be changed.

Sequences

Display: Draw the shape of your modulator here!

Loop Points: Sets the start and end points of the loop. (You must be in 'Gate' or 'Loop' mode.)

Loop Mode: Switches the sequence between one shot, loop with intro and note-off, or loop only.

Loop Mode Typical use Effect Note Off

One Shot Envelope No loop points. Plays the full sequence, then stops. Ignored

Note Gate Sustained
envelope + LFO

Starts at beginning and loops between loop start 
and end. Jumps to points after loop end on note off.

Jump to after 
loop

Loop Always LFO Loops forever from loop start to loop end. All points 
before loop start and end are ignored.

Ignored

Reset Position: Selects the key sync type.

Reset 
Position

Type Synchronization

Each Note Polyphonic Resets on every note

First Note Monophonic Resets on the first note of a group

Last Note Resets on every note

Bar Pos Tick advances are synchronized with music when playing or 
recording.
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Sync BPM Source: Selects the clock source used for the step rate.

Sync Source Step rate

Host BPM Follows song BPM.

Internal BPM Always 125 BPM. Setting the time division to 1:96 gives 50 steps per second.

Note Period Step duration is scaled to note. 1:128 gives 1 step per period.

Time Division: Sets the step rate as a musical duration. Ex: Setting this to 1:16 makes each step last 
a sixteenth note.

Speed Scale: Multiplies the step rate.

Steps: Sets the number of sequence steps.

Frame: Selects which one of the sub-sequences is used. This can be modulated.

Delay: Wait some time before starting the modulation.

Ramp: Ramp up the modulation effect rather than applying the full level instantly.

Copy: Copy modulator shape to clipboard.

Paste: Paste modulator shape from clipboard.

Clear: Erase the modulator shape back to blank.

Func: Set the modulator shape to one of the preset waveforms.

Shift left/right: Rotate the modulator shape by 1 position to the left or right.
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 Sysex

Sysex   F  ile Loader  

File List: List of Sysex files in the 
selected folder.

Set Folder: Set the folder to scan 
Sysex files from.

Refresh: Reread the file list from 
Sysex folder.

Random: Read random patches from 
Sysex folder.

File Patch List: List of patches in the selected file. Click on a patch to load it in the layers.

Audition in…: Selects which layer is loaded when clicking on a patch in the selected file – 
either layer A, B, both, or neither. This isn’t a preview-mode – all the params are truly loaded!

  Classic Parameter Mode-only Features (SYSEX)

P  atch Bank  

A / B: Patch bank for layer A and layer B respectively.

Clear: Delete all the patches in the bank.

Save: Save a bank to disk in Sysex format.

Hardware Librarian Settings

Input: Which MIDI device to receive MIDI from.

Output: Which MIDI device to send MIDI to.

HW Bank Mirror: Automatically sync the physical Hardware 
Bank with the one in the UI.

HW Bank Get: Ask hardware to send its bank (only works on 
later models – NOT mk1).
HW Bank Push: Force sends full patch bank to hardware (works on all models if mem prot=0).

Layer Edit Buffer: Select if layer A or B is forwarded to and changed by external hardware.

Edit Buffer Layer to HW: Send all knob edits to hardware as single param Sysex events.

Edit Buffer HW to Layer: Receive single param Sysex events, apply to knobs.

MIDI Event 
Forwarding

Layer to HW: Send Normal MIDI (Notes, CC) received by OPS7 to output MIDI port.

HW to Layer: Send Normal MIDI (Notes, CC) from the input MIDI port to OPS7.
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 Settings

DAC   Se  ction  

DAC Type: Selects DAC bit depth used by the emulation.

Setting Result

10~12:2 Original 12-bit DAC, with a 2-bit compander that is only used when
the input is less than 1/8th of the maximum level.

12:2 Companding 12-bit DAC, with the 2-bit compander used optimally.

15 Perfect 15-bit DAC, similar to the later FM keyboards.

14..2 More crunchy DACs with fewer bits used.

Compander Error: Simulates the less balanced companders found in some keyboards and modules, 
introducing a subtle fizz. Setting this to 3 accurately emulates one of our test models.

Post Filter: Selects the output filter being emulated. The original synth has a filter at 16kHz 
but different modeled keyboards have slight variations.

Channel mix: Selects between adding channels together (“fast”), or the process used on the 
original synths (“accurate”: time division multiplexing, uses more CPU).

Resampler: Selects between using a fast resampler (“default”) or a slower but slightly more 
accurate one (“better” or “best”).
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F  irmware Behavior  

Velocity mode: The original synthesizer has a slight difference in its velocity curve between notes 
received from external MIDI and notes struck by the user ‘locally’ on the keyboard. OPS7 can emulate 
both responses.

Setting Result

External MIDI Respond the same as when receiving external MIDI notes. (default)

Internal Keyboard Use internal note velocity curve with reconstructed velocities. (slightly softer)

CC7: Allows for CC7 to change volume levels. This can be off, model the keyboards (8 levels), the 
modules (+-32 levels), or follow MIDI standard (128 levels).

Firmware: Selects which version of the firmware is simulated by OPS7. Newer firmware shifts 
key level scaling by one key and changes the behavior of midi note 0 (lowest C).

Program changes: Allows MIDI program changes to be applied. Works in Classic SYSEX mode only!

Note bugs: Allows the same note to be triggered multiple times. This makes stuck notes 
more likely.

Simulate non-initial state: Randomize initial oscillator phases and envelope states to 
simulate the state after having played some notes on song start.

Tuning

Scala File: Load a microtonal tuning scale from a Scala SCL file.

Scala Center: Set the root pitch from witch the scala tuning is applied.

MTS-ESP: Allows dynamic tuning following the MTS-ESP system.

Master tune: Overall tuning (used for both layers).

UI

UI Zoom: Select the size of the user interface.

Skin: Select which UI skin to use.

Show Keyboard: Displays the mouse-clickable keyboard under the interface.

Version and License

Chipsynth OPS7 version check: Checks if there is an updated version of chipsynth OPS7.

Show License: Shows the key file in use (when not running in demo mode). The key file can be 
registered by dragging it over the chipsynth OPS7 interface.
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 Using chipsynth OPS7 as a Standalone App
Plogue chipsynth OPS7 can be launched by itself and played live via MIDI keyboard or other MIDI 
controller. The standalone version of chipsynth OPS7 effectively makes your computer, audio 
hardware and MIDI keyboard into a virtual synthesizer that can be played independently of other 
programs.  Unlike using it as a plug-in within a sequencer, your recording ability is limited and you can 
not edit your performance (though you can use various audio software programs for this).

Launching chipsynth OPS7 in Standalone Mode

First, make sure that you have followed the instructions in the installation section of this manual. Be 
certain that your audio/sound interface and MIDI hardware interfaces are properly connected to the 
computer, your speakers or headphones are connected and everything is powered up.

To launch chipsynth OPS7 as a standalone application, click on the chipsynth OPS7 logo on your 
desktop or go to the Program Files or Applications folder and launch “chipsynth OPS7”.

Basic Setup Information for Standalone Mode

To use the standalone version, you have to configure the Audio and MIDI settings in the Preferences 
dialog box (found in the Tools menu) before you can play. When used as a plug-in, the host sequencer
or tracker program has already set up its audio and MIDI connections, and the chipsynth OPS7 “plugs 
in” to them. However, with standalone operation chipsynth OPS7 communicates directly with your 
audio and MIDI interface. Setup for Mac and Windows computers is similar, except where indicated. 
Note that if you change your audio interface, you will almost certainly need to readjust these settings.

Open the Preferences setup dialog from the Tools menu on the chipsynth OPS7 standalone interface. 
You’ll see options for MIDI Device, Audio Devices, Stereo Pair, Sample Rate and Buffer Size.

MIDI Device Menu: All supported & installed MIDI interfaces
are available here. Select the desired MIDI device from the 
list to send and receive MIDI to it.

Audio Device Menu: All supported (and installed) audio 
interfaces are available in this drop-down list. Select the 
desired audio device from the list.

Stereo Pair: Here you can define which of the stereo 
outputs should be used. Many pro audio devices have a 
variety of outputs, so you may choose which of these you 
would like chipsynth OPS7 to output through.

Sample Rate: Depending on the sound card and driver you 
are using, various sample rates are available. Set the 
desired sample rate here. 
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Buffer Size: The buffer size setting will determine the delay between pressing a key on your MIDI 
keyboard and hearing the sound (a/k/a ‘latency’). The default buffer size of 512 samples typically 
works well, but smaller buffer sizes will give a faster response (lower latency) and higher buffer sizes 
will give better audio performance (more polyphony and higher fidelity). Most modern computers and 
audio interfaces can handle a buffer size of 512 samples without a significant reduction in polyphony. If
the sound is breaking up or crackling when a note sounds, then first check that the audio connections 
and wiring are good. Then, try a larger audio buffer size setting. Please note that there is typically a 
trade-off between higher buffer sizes (polyphony and sound fidelity) and lower buffer sizes (faster 
response or lower latency). Also note that the sound card buffer size settings determine latency, rather
than chipsynth OPS7 Player itself. 

Once you have your Audio and MIDI set up, and have loaded one of the snapshots, you can begin 
playing chipsynth OPS7. Try playing a key on your MIDI keyboard. If the MIDI and audio 
configurations are correct, you should hear the corresponding synth note. If not, check the MIDI 
connections and wiring, and the MIDI output channel of your MIDI keyboard. Also check that the 
channel is specified correctly. If you are hearing the notes play, then the basic configuration is 
complete, and you are ready to use chipsynth OPS7.

File Menu for Loading and Saving Snapshots in the Standalone

Configuration presets (.fermatax files) for chipsynth OPS7 can be saved and
loaded.  This gives the user the ability to customize instruments setups to suit
personal preferences and save configurations for convenient future use. The
File menu choices are:

 Load—any saved configuration preset files in Fermata format can be loaded by clicking on this 
choice and selecting the desired file.

 Save—any configuration can be saved by clicking on this choice, typing a name for the custom 
preset and saving to a desired location.

 Save as default—any settings can be saved as part of the default, to be loaded automatically at 
the time the chipsynth OPS7 is booted in standalone mode.

Tools Menu in Standalone ONLY     

The Tools menu includes:

 Preferences—as described in the basic setup information above.

 Render offline—MIDI files can be rendered to audio offline using this feature.

To use the Render Offline feature:

1. Click on the Load MIDI file button.

2. Select the desired MIDI file

3. Click on the Name audio file button.

4. Name the audio file and specify its location.

5. Once the files are in place, click on the Ren-
der button, which will render the files to the
selected audio file.
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 Using chipsynth OPS7 as a Plug-In
When used as a plug-in, chipsynth OPS7 is not a standalone program. It becomes a virtual instrument
module, smoothly integrating into your favorite host music software. This has lots of advantages:

 MIDI recording and sequencing
 Easy automation of parameters through the use of MIDI CCs or the host's automation.
 Audio mixing with other plug-ins, effect processing of chipsynth OPS7 within a single program.
 Integration with other instruments into a “virtual studio”.

A great thing about plug-ins is that they work with a large variety of compatible music programs: 
chipsynth OPS7 can be used as a VST plug-in in many VST music programs, sequencers, supported 
tracker programs and hosts. It can also be used as an Audio Unit or AAX plug-in.

Plug-in Standard Description Windows 64-bit Mac 64-bit

VST2,

VST3

VST (Virtual Studio Technology) was developed by
Steinberg for Cubase, and is also used by Ableton 
Live, FL Studio, Studio One, Reason, Bidule, etc.

X X

Audio 
Units

The Audio Units (AU) standard was developed by 
Apple for Core Audio in Mac OS X. It’s the 
preferred plug-in format on Mac, used by Apple 
GarageBand & Logic and MOTU Digital Performer.

X

AAX AAX plug-ins are designed for Digidesign Pro 
Tools, used extensively in the pro audio and post 
production communities.

X X

Plugin-in Use

To use chipsynth OPS7 as a plug-in instrument, you simply launch your host music 
application/sequencer first and then launch chipsynth OPS7 from within it. Make sure that your 
sequencing host program is properly installed and configured, and that it is producing sound properly. 
Used as a plug-in, chipsynth OPS7’s audio and MIDI data is managed by the host music software.

Each music software application has its own approach to handling plug-in instruments. They each 
have a different method of installation as well as differing means of loading and accessing plug-ins. It 
is important to make sure that you refer to the instructions in your music software application’s manual
regarding the loading and operation of plug-in instruments.

Windows VST Setup

Make sure the chipsynth OPS7 plugin is within the VST plugin folder used by your host, so that it can 
be scanned and recognized on startup.
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